Jet Noise Reports, January 2015 – January 2018





Reports by Totals
Reports of Noise by Hour of the Day
Reports by Loudness
Comments submitted with each report, revealing human impacts

The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/ was developed and approved by the County
Council to enable San Juan County residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their comments and complaints about jet noise
from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island. Reporting began on May 15, 2014; data has been analyzed for this report since January 2015.
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Jet Noise Reports by Hour of Day
January 2018
Total 621
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For example, reports submitted reporting noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour. Some reports do not include a specific time.
For those, related data may indicate Day or Evening. In some cases, time of the noise event cannot be discerned from entered data and is recorded as N/A.
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Jet Noise Loudness Reports
January 2018
Total 621
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Jet Noise Loudness Reports by Year
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2017 Jet Noise Reports San Juan County
Daily Report Volume by Month
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This chart demonstrates the number of noise reports by day, from January through December, 2017. The Navy data persists in using “noise
averaging”, resulting in a low estimation of the sound/impact of the noise. As seen by this chart, there is no average level of noise. There are many
days when the noise is so excessive that reports are quite high. This is also seen in the comments, at the end of this document, when people report
“blasts”, “roars”, and high decibel counts. See also the data in this report on the type of noise reported, where “extremely loud” exceeds “low
rumble”.
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Comments Submitted with January 2018 Reports.
NOTES:
As these reports are compiled it has become increasingly
apparent that some residents are reporting multiple noise
incidents in their comments and in the section titled
“Time”, but they are consolidating these incidents into
one single report. See the comments below for examples.
A report is only counted once despite the internal
reference to multiple incidents. Thus, the number of noise
incidents is actually much larger than the number of
reports.
Some residents have instruments that measure the
decibels inside their home, as seen in a number of the
comments. Noise level is measured in decibels, with lawn
mowers producing around 90 dB. This is louder than traffic
noise -- which averages around 80 dB. As seen in reports
now and over the past years, and currently, Growler jets
are producing anywhere from 65 to 118 dBA inside homes.

1/2/2018, Tue: S End Store. Giant ROAR. 78.3 decibels. What a way to live. . . . Our
legislators have written off San Juan County as collateral damage to the Growler
mission. Larsen, Murray, Cantwell should be ashamed.
7:55 am, Jan 4. Huge rumble and vibration wakes me up.
1/4/2018, Thur: S. Lopez - It's alarming to wake up to BLASTS where everything is
shaking - earthquake? chimney fire? propane explosion? Constant Blasts and roars
form 7:55am - 9:55am. We are blanketed by a NAVY WAR TRAINING ZONE. This
must stop....
Shaking walls and windows again.
Multiple occurances of extreme levels of ground rumble and noise from Whidbey.
Rattling windows in the house. Disrupting conversations.
A sustained blast of noise shook our house and penetrated our bodies as we woke
to another day of sonic torture- courtesy of the U.S. Navy at Whidbey NAS.
thought we were having an earthquake. Woke us up with the house vibrating.
Huge blast of noise at 8 am from Whidbey NAS. More Growler abuse begins the
day- no rest from this over several days in a row.
While feeding my horse I was absolutely deadened by the jet noise�
Now, after an early morning being blasted with what sounded like take-offs, we
have a sky filled with jets roaring around. It penetrates our home over the sound of
TV and dishwasher. TOO LOUD. Get the Growlers out of here!
8:01am. ANOTHER roar and wall of vibrating noise penetrates our home.

1/17/2018, Wed: SE Lopez, Midnight - a giant Blast!
First noise pollution of the day from Whidbey- 6:20 am, no peace here anymore.
Anacortes near ferry terminal

1/5/2018, Fri: S. Lopez The hideous noise begins at 8:02am and continues until
8:38am. Growlers ABSOLUTELY do not belong where people live.
Disruptive noise at 5 minute intervals

Jolted awake at 7:06am this morning but what I can only think of as Whidbey jet
noise. A LOOOOONNNNGGGG bombing roar that shuddered through the room.
There is no thunder here this morning, just obnoxious jet noise.

8:04am, Jan 5. The rumbling has started again. We endured this all day on Jan 4.
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Rumbling and vibrations continue. This is going to be a tortured day. the Navy lies
about the impact.

8:20am. The rumbling and vibrations continue. The roaring goes on and on as I
type this comment.

1/5/2018, Fri: S. Lopez.Walking. Just experienced the loudest RIPPING GIANT OF A
ROAR I can remember. We can't live this way.

1/24/2018, TUE: SE LOPEZ - The ROAR BEGINS AGAIN . . . . . . . . . . .

9:33am. It sounds as if bombs are being dropped The roar and vibration shakes our
home.

1/26/2018, Fri: S. Lopez : WAR ZONE WAKE UP CALL: We are now forced to live on
military time -68.3 decibels in the house - shaking everything. Violence.

One minute after another the roaring goes on. Just got hit by another blast and
shaking. This is my home. The Navy has no business invading my home.

8:23am. Sounds like another day of bombing Lopez with jet noise has begun. The
rumbling has reached into our home with its early disturbance, after an AWFUL day
yesterday.

Another rumble and roar from Whidbey, 8:06am

8:24am. South Lopez. Rumbling roar from NASWI

Roaring and rumbling from Whidbey has started. 8:09am. Noise vibrations reach
into our home.

1/24/2018, Sat: S. Lopez - SATURDAY MORNING BLAST!

Rattling windows. Items on shelves rattling. Uncomfortable low frequency noise
level. Conversation difficult.
Indecent loud rumbling interrupted morning bird listening meditation! We hear the
noise of engines way over here!!!
1/3/2018, Wed: S Lopez - The day begis with HUGE BLASTS - 8:15, 8:17, 8:54am
8:17am. It is beginning. Roar and rumble from Whidbey. After a hellish day
yesterday of continuous blasts and loud overflights.
1/12/2018, Fri:, SE Lopez, 8:16am - 10:50am. Deep rumbles - shaking the windows
and the cabinets and us
Loud roar from Whidbey. Start of another bad day? 8:16am Lopez

The day began with disruptive wall of noise from Whidbey NAS. Second blast at
8:35 AM. I'm recording this after hours of disruptive, invasive noise from FCLP
practice at Ault Field throughout the afternoon. Working on a music project was
impossible!
1/25/2018, Thur: SE Lopez, 8:27 am - 8:47am Loud, Loud roars echoing across
Rosario Straits.
More roaring and vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey. 8:29am
1/11/2018, Thur: SE Lopez, 8:30am - the ROARING AND BLASTING BEGINS.
FINALLY ENDS AT 4:45pm. Very few breaks. . . Almost 8 solid hours of noise. 8 solid
hours! P;us fly overs. It was also extremely loud on N. Lopez.
Jet rumble from Whidbey. Heard loud and clear at 8:32am. Mud Bay.
Blasts of sound coming. Also 8:37am and 8:39am

Repeat of 08:15 incident this date and location
"Low Rumble" is an inadequate description of the sound. "Deep and disturbing
Rumble" would be more appropriate.
Unusually louder than regular loudness. I don't know how they stand it on the south
end. It is inhuman.

Big vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey. 8:36am.
Another roar and vibrating rumble from Whidbey. They seem to be coming one
after the other. House is shuddering.
ANOTHER rumbling vibration rocks us. Mud Bay.
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Continuing loud disruptive blasts of sustained noise from Growlers at Whidbey NAS.

A combination of a low flying Growler aircraft over my house and vibration and
rumbling in my house

Rumbling from Whidbey that penetrates our home.
Big rumble, roar and vibration felt.
Another rumbling vibration from Whidbey shakes our home.
Another deep and rumbling roar from Whidbey. 8:51am. South Lopez.

1/30/2018, Tue: S. Lopez - HUGE ROARING OVERFLIGHT

Loud jet overhead. South Lopez.

1/24/2018, Wed: SE Lopez - 9:11, 9:21, 9:48qm monitoring Natl. Monument
Wetlands. With each huge blast the ducks and swans startle and fly.

1/29/2018, mon: S. Lopez - 8:55am - 1:30pm 4.5 hours - Almost solid noise. and
overflights.

Loud jet. Long noise.

Sound like a freight train
8:57am. ANOTHER bombing blast from Whidbey shakes our home. I am trying to
find somewhere else to go today, since it seems that this will continue. Yesterday's
full day of blasting stressed me out and gave me a bad headache.

9:15am. Jet engine blasts from Whidbey continue to rattle our home.
Low flying Growler aircraft, disruption to work
Taking off or landing at Whidbey NAS with rumble and vibration of my home
9:17am. Prolonged rumbling blast from Whidbey. Like an earthquake.

Woke up
Almost continuous roaring and blasting from Whidbey this morning.
1/8/2018, Mon: SE Lopez, 8:14 - 9:45am 70 - 73 decibels
And again at 8:53am, 9am
Jet noise. I could hear it and feel it even though I was in an interior room in the
house.
1/17/2018, Wed: SE Lopez 9am - 9:54am - wind is blowing out of S - Growler noise
is so much louder than the roar of the wind.
1/5/2018, Fri: S. Lopez - 9:01, 9:14 everything is vibrating. Put a hand on the
counter or the window or the floor - vibration. And of course our bodies are also
vibrating and that is what creates the stress and adrenalin.
Never sure what is going on. Jets taking off? Engine run-ups? But we just got
another roar and vibrating wall of noise.
1/16/2018, Tue: SE Lopez. 9:03 am. The noise begins again . . .

overcast sky so could see aircraft but it was directly overhead.
Big blast from NASWI. Southend store.
9:26am. A huge blast and roar bombs into our home. Long and reverberating.
The continuous blasting is going on. I will report each roar if I can.
Low flying Growler aircraft
The rumbling from Whidbey once again woke me up at 8am. Still going on at 9:30
am.
Another big rumbling vibration from Whidbey. SE Lopez.
Huge grating intense roar, measuring 80 dbC inside our house, rattling dishes in
kitchen cabinet. Another sustained blast happened earlier at 9:27, also 80 dbC plus.
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We might as well be living at the end of a SeaTac runway. The noise and vibration
has been non stop all day.

9:49am. I don't know what caused that noise, but the roar rolled right into our
home. Take-off? Jet above?

Jet noise distracts me from my work. 9:36am

9:49am. Lots of rumbling this morning from the Navy. South Lopez.

An extended, deep roaring and rumbling vibration from Whidbey. Floor vibrates.
Mud Bay.

Loud rumble and vibration of my house from Growler taking off from Whidbey NAS

Vibration of home
First horrifying blast today was at 938. Seemed to last for ever then they have been
coming ever since. It sounds like a war zone. Tinnitus just gets worse and worse.
They are slowly killing us down here. Lately navy jets Have been louder than ever.
Incredibly loud jet flying overhead Mud Bay. Cloudy, so invisible, but the noise,
screech and roar is deafening inside the house. Long screaming noise. Usual growler
with the recurring boom.

I am stressed. The rumbling and vibrations have been occurring all morning. Very
difficult because the house shudders. Physical response is to be startled, wonder
what's going on, realize it is the stupid Navy, and realize this never seems to stop.
9:54am. ANOTHER roaring rumble, like an earthquake. Whidbey is generating
vibrating sound waves. South Lopez. Jan. 23.
Continuous roaring and walls of vibrating noise hitting us from Whidbey. 9:56am
South end Lopez
Loud jet roar from Whidbey. South Lopez.

Stupid noise
Jet flew over the house
Saturday morning disturbed by sounds of Warcraft- thunder of Growlers from
Whidbey rattling Anacortes

Huge roar, noise rolling into our home. Windows vibrate. My body vibrates.
Yet another LOUD jet roars above us, South Lopez. 9:57am
The roaring continues. 9:58am with ANOTHER HUGE roar from Whidbey. We live
14 miles away. Why is the Navy getting away with this?

The skies continue to roar with jet noise. It seems as if they are circling above us.
The noise is distracting. I am trying to work.

Big blast of jet noise from Whidbey. 9:58am

Loud, rumbling, vibrating jet engine roar from Whidbey. Vibrates through the
house. Long roar, not just a second.

was on the phone when dickheads flew over. So loud I couldn't hear the person I
was talking to.

9:46am. I work at home. My work takes concentration. There is jet noise all
around this morning. Not only are we being blasted by roaring at what sounds like
take-offs, but the jets roar above us. South end of Lopez.

First blasts of the New Year from Whidbey NAS, continuing through the morning
(now10:50 AM). More wrenching disruptive house shuddering noise pollution from
the Navy. Our New Year's resolution: growlers must go!

episodic, low grinding/groaning/scraping/rumble with vibration of Growlers
piercing the medical professional building at Island Hospital, with few louder
flyovers. So far over 1-2 hours but it's early. Unpleasant place. Anacortes

1/31/2018, Wed: S. Lopez - 9:11am - 10:08 am 5 - HUGE BLASTS AND ROARS
1/3/2018, Wed: S Lopez - Overflights and HUGE ROARS 9:24am - 10:35am .
Decibels range 68 - 72.6 decibels in the house - everything vibrates
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Two aircraft flying low over Whidbey Is. Heard from Chadwick Hill, the noise was
deafening
What is this area? A landing pad for jets? It sounds like we are having jets land in
front of our home! ANOTHER loud screaming jet roars above us. 10am Mud Bay.
Grumbling/rumbling felt and low frequency sounds, punctuated by few moderate
screaming jets over the last 1-2 hours- interrupting clinic at Island Hospital in
Anacortes

Loud jet overhead. Lopez Village.
so we get a schedule of when these assholes will be flying over us. I guess this gives
us time to get a Valium
The jet roaring continues. RIGHT NOW. Noise above and around us, coming right
into our home. This is slow torture.
Nice to enjoy nature, now if I could just get rid of the navy

Despite government shutdown the war must apparently go on.

10:11am. Another rumble in the skies from Whidbey jet activity.

Multiple flyovers of Fisherman Bay up until noon.
Rumble and vibration AGAIN and ongoing. 10:02am

Jet roaring loudly overhead. I was hoping to listen to some music this morning
while working, but all I am getting is loud jet roars and noise vibrations through my
home. This is abuse.

Alternating rumble and wave of vibrating noise hits us, with noisy screaming jets
above us. Is a war going on? Yes, the Navy is apparently at war with us.

Loud jet overhead. I am too busy inside to go to the window to look out, but it sure
sounds like a shrieking Navy jet, as usual.

so, I really don't like repeatedly filling this out. So why do I? Because I loath these
jets even more.

1/17/2018, Wed: 10:12am and 10:18am - huge blasts - constant roar coming from
NASWI and jet diesel fumes are filling the woods. It's actually hard to breathe.

Continuing rumble. South Lopez.

Kinda early for this

10:05am. The morning has been filled with jet roaring and vibrations. Now we
have jet noise everywhere in the air. This is like living next to SeaTac.

Another big roar from Whidbey. 10:14am

More rumble roar and vibration from NASWI. 10:05am. South end, Lopez.
I am discouraged. I am trying to work on a writing project, but my home is
continually blasted by jet roars and rolling vibrations. I cannot concentrate when
my home and body are shaking. My effectiveness is ruined and this affects my
income.

loud and consistent for 10 minutes
Right after a big booming roar, we now have a loud jet roaring over us. Not a
commercial jet. 10:15am. Mud Bay.
Another loud jet roaring above. Cloudy, so I cannot see it, but it sounds low. Deep
roaring and buzzing. I do not report high flying commercial jets which are fairly
quiet and brief, only the LOUD roaring Navy jets.

Two growler jets flying low over Lopez Village, heading toward Orcas Island. very
loud, with a long BOOOOOM as they disappeared. Aren't they out of their allocated
pattern?

disturbances much more often today especially. Really enjoyed the break from
runups

1/16/2018, Tue: Lopez Village - hugely noisy Growler overflight - Why are they
flying 30 + miles away from NASWI? !!!!!

Loud jet overhead. Maybe more than one. Cloudy today, but the noise seems
larger than one. SE Lopez. Annoying ongoing roaring.
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In Lopez Village, heard and felt a tremendous rumble and roar from jet activity.
Same intensity as felt at my home on the south end of Lopez.

In the middle of a work phone conference and the rumble of jet noise is distracting.
Is it a truck in the yard? A problem with the washing machine? An earthquake? But I
have to pay attention to the call. Annoyed that my home/work place is invaded.

Another day with a noisy sky. Time to find another venue for these exercises.
Another rumbling roar shakes our home.
ANOTHER loud jet screaming and roaring over us. Mud Bay. 10:28am
Very low sounding and very loud. Could not continue with conversation.
1/2/2018, Tue: 62.3 decibels. SE Lopez, ater 3 wonderful days free of Growler noise
- they are back - and so is the shaking, the adrenalin, and the need to wear noise
canceling headphones for sanity.
At regular intervals every few minutes since 08:15. Windows and objects on shelves
rattling, phone conversations difficult. Very loud low frequency noise.
Seems like rumbling all morning long. Started at 8:15 when it woke me up.
All morning, using the sky above our home as the landing approach, it seems. Now
another NOISY LOUD jet roaring and screaming above our home.
10:37am. the roaring goes on. Just got hit by another bombing blast of vibrations
from Whidbey.
Rumbling from jet engine activity on Whidbey. Rumbles all the way into our home.
1/2/2018, Tue: SE Lopez 62.3 decibels in the house. 10:42am 65.9 decibels. . . . .
Beginning with a huge blast at 8:15 AM, and continuing with an ongoing assault of
weaponized sound from growlers at Whidbey NAS, the Navy should be forced to do
onsite sound measurements- to reveal the true harmful impact of their practice
policy.
Jet roaring noise and vibration, 10:41am, and now there is jet roaring in the sky.
Very intense. The Navy views us as a war zone, obviously. Disgusted.

Now, more jet roaring. It has been a horrible morning, and quite likely there is no
let-up. Would Larsen, Murray and Cantwell live here and put up with this? I think
not. Yet they think it is OK for us to endure it.
More jet roaring and rumbling smacks into our home. 10:45am
Numbing wave of intense rumble and vibration, measured at 89.4 db C scale. The
sonic violence leveled at us by the Navy continues- just "normal" business for
Whidbey NAS. We have nowhere to appeal for this injurious injustice!
Very deep rumble and roar going on and on and on, vibrating the chair I sit on,
vibrating through my body. Still going on and on. This is abuse by the Navy.
10:46am
Structure if house is vibrating. The low frequency noise is extremely loud.
Growler taking off from Whidbey NAS
Two growlers directly over Mud Bay, flying LOW, toward northwest, I think. TOO
LOUD!!!!!!!!!
More rumbling roars from Whidbey. A very noisy morning . 10:49am
The bombing continues. It is 10:50am and it has been like this all morning. Our
home is shaken, I am shakien. I cannot concentrate on my work.
10:50am. On the heels of one rumble, we are now experiencing a very big rumble
and vibration.
A morning of TORTURE from the Navy. Our home is being BLASTED by jet roaring
and jet noise. Just now: a huge vibration that shakes us.
10:56am. More rumble and vibrations slam into our home.
Following continuous roaring and vibration from Whidbey we now have a jet
screaming over us. Mud Bay. 10am
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SHUT UP! STOP! GO AWAY!

11:15am. More rumbling from Whidbey as I write this. Loooong rumbling.

Housing vibration, rattled windows and vents. Second wave a few minutes later.

We are enduring extended jet roaring in the skies. Sounds as though jets are
weaving above us. Very loud, with a high-pitched roar.

LOUD jet noise disrupting peace and quiet of our homes disrupting activities
1/25/2018, TUE: 8:48 - 11:35 am Blasts and Roarsin the 70 - 77.9 decibel range
1/25/2018, Thur: SE Lopez, 9:44am - 11:45am Had hoped to work at home - too
loud, everything is vibrating. . . .

1/4/2018, Thur: Two Growlers ROARING OVER HEAD.
Loud jet overhead. Cloudy, cannot see it. BUT I CAN CERTAINLY HEAR IT! Too loud.
Mud Bay, Lopez Island
Low flying Growler aircraft, disrupting my home work activity

1/4/2018, Thur: S Lopez - 9:57am - 11am ROARING. Started this morning at 7:55am
- 3 hours of adrenalin - time to try to find a quieter place to the North. I wonder if
Larsen cares, in any way, that people are being driven out of their homes?
Another loud jet over Lopez Village. 11:15am
1/24/2018, Wed: SE Lopez - Still walking. Hoping to get home before more noise
hits.
A prolonged rumble that is shuddering through our home RIGHT NOW. Going on
and on and on. S Lopez

The skies are just ROARING with jet noise. Clouds prohibit sightings, but the jets
just seem to be flying everywhere.
Seems like the 20th or 30th roar, rumble and wall of vibrating noise this morning.
11:26am. Navy is assaulting us.
11:27am. We continue to be disturbed by rumbling roars from NASWI.
Jets are ROARING in the skies. I went out to start on a walk to Agate Beach but
deemed it too noisy in the skies to continue. All I would be hearing would be JET
ROARING!!!

Jets flying low over our home blasting the peace and quiet�
Loud jet overhead. Noise came right into the house. 11:07am. South end Lopez.
We are getting annoying and disruptive rumbling from Whidbey. It is loud and
pervasive, as if a coal train is continuously trundling down the road.
Just experienced ANOTHER jolting roar and vibration from Whidbey. We are 14
miles from Ault. What right does the Navy have to disrupt our region?
Loud jet roaring in the sky. South Lopez. Noise overrides the music I am listening
to.
Keeping a record of the day's noise events- Ongoing disruptive rumble, houseshaking vibration from growlers at Whidbey NAS.

Low flying Growler aircraft with likely gear down
Skies continue to roar with jets in the sky. I am postponing my walk because of the
noise. No point in having my ears drummed.
ANOTHER roar and rumble that shudders the floor, the chair I am sitting in, my
body. There is no health impact of these Growlers. Tell me another lie.
vibrate glass - loud rumble
At this time just one of the extremely loud and low overpasses. There were many
more today into the evening
ANOTHER shaking vibration slams into my home, a minute after one before. Why is
this allowed?

Roaring and vibrating wall of noise forming from Whidbey. In Lopez Village.
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More roaring and rumbling from Whidbey.

Extremely loud low frequency noise

Roars and vibrations now coming one after another from Whidbey. 11:33, 11:34,
11:35am. What does Larsen have to say about this? Do our homes and bodies
deserve to be rattled?

Engine run up

Loud aircraft over south Lopez. Since we have had growler noise all morning, it
sounds like more of same. Very loud and screaming.

Rumble in the sky overhead, 11:56am. It has been constant blasting and roaring
this morning. I am stressed.

11:38am. Jet roaring above us. The long drawn out deep roars by a growler. South
Lopez.

88 dBA just now. LOUD!!! It's still continuing on as I type this...5 minutes so far.

In the Village in an attempt to escape the jet roaring on the south end, but the
same roaring is occurring here. Blasted at 11:39am.
Another rumble from Whidbey. the blasts are loud and clear.
What's going on? Is the air above south Lopez a racetrack for Navy jets? We have
jet noise all around us. The roar as jets fly overhead and then the roar as they turn
and fly around again, it seems. CONSTANT jet roaring.
Jet flying well below 1000ft
The vibrating wall of roaring keeps coming from Whidbey. 11:46am. South Lopez
Below 1000 ft over house
At this moment, 11:47am, being slammed by a continuing roar and vibration from
jet activity at Whidbey.
Loud jet screaming overhead. Mud bay. 11:50am
F18
Westbound Growler at low altitude directly overhead

this has been going on for half an hour

There is a continuous jet noise for 11 minutes now. This sounds like one jet that is
in our area continuously making noise. Very disruptive!
/31/2018, Wed: S. LOPEZ - 10:25 - 12:50 - DEEP DISTURBING RUMBLES AND
VIBRATIONS
1/4/2018, Thur: S LOPEZ, Constant Growler Noise from 12 noon - 1:02pm
It feels as if the navy is preparing to strafe or bomb us. The jets are streaking
overhead this morning, ripping through the air, screaming.
It has felt as if my place of work is next to a blast furnace all morning
"jets flying overhead - could not hear person who was speaking to me.
trying to get instruction at work but could not hear - ear splitting"
Several loud flyovers around fisherman bay....lasted about an hour.
12:02pm. The rumbling from Whidbey continues. JUST NOW, a big rumble. The
Growler is the WRONG aircraft for this populated region, especially one that relies
on tourism!
12:05 PM walked outside to the mailbox and it sounds like a war zone out there.
Jet noise everywhere.

Taking off
Taking off
ANOTHER wall of vibrating roar hits our home. I AM SO SORRY I MOVED HERE.
SPENT MY SAVINGS ON THIS HOME AND LIVE IN A WAR ZONE. SO SORRY.
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The house is shaking RIGHT NOW. A huge explosion of jet roaring and a wall of
vibrating noise. Larsen, Cantwell, Murray: would you subject your family to this? I
imagine not, then why are you ignoring what is happening here?
The morning roaring now continues into the afternoon. 12:10pm. Huge roar and
rumble.

Westbound Growler at high speed/thrust and very low altitude. Another passed
shortly after.
very loud jet noise all around. 12:17pm. It is cloudy. Do they think that if we can't
see them we can't hear them? TOO LOUD.
F18 in pattern

Unbelievable shock wave of noise- rattled our windows and dishes in cabinets. We
are being tortured by the U.S. Navy- someone needs to be punished for this. Our
state and federal elected representatives are hopeless, they will not speak up for
us.

The reign of terror continues. Yet ANOTHER loud and screaming jet rolls over our
home. Mud Bay. ALL DAY.

Near Hunter Bay at friends. The jet noise is so loud that it drowns everything else
out.

F18 in pattern

1/25/2018, Thur: S. Lopez Riding my bike, NOISE WAS SOOOO LOUD. STOPPED of
course it was a Growler!
Another in a continuous stream of jets roaring over my home today. Mud Bay. It is
INCESSANT.
F18 in pattern
12:11pm. A long deep rumbling and vibrating roar from Whidbey right now. The
floor vibrates, as it has most of the morning. South Lopez
12:13pm. ANOTHER in the continuing rumbling and vibration that is slamming into
our home.
Another loud jet sounds like it is preparing to land on my home.
F18 in pattern
ANOTHER loud jet screaming over our home. Mud Bay. It is cloudy, so I cannot see
it, but it sounds very low and the roar shakes the house.
Multiple low flying Growler aircraft

Too low and loud for luch conversation

Just got strafed AGAIN by a jet above our home. What is this? Do I have landing
lights on my roof? This is abuse.
Growler flyover- deafening. This in top of distant rumbles all day
More rumbling in the skies from jet activity that has been CONTINUOUS today.
12:34pm
More adrenaline pumping, startle effect, produced by roars from NAS. We are
unwilling participants in a diabolical stress inducing experiment conducted by the
Navy.
Roar, rumble, vibration. The jet noise has been shuddering through our home since
before 8am. Very disturbed and annoyed.
Loud jet overhead, with the deep rumble and roar as experienced in growlers.
South Lopez. 12:38pm. Distracted me from my work.
1/2/2018, Tue: 12:40 - 12:51pm: constant roaring on S Lopez.
Continuing onslaught of blasts that cause startle effect and upset nervous system.
How can the Navy justify destroying the San Juan Islands and killing us as collateral
damage?

F18 flying dirty in pattern low. When are the children going to learn how to fly right
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The jet roaring that is going on outside and penetrating my home right now is souldestroying. 12:40pm. It has been constant...and continues right now.

8:00 am I am woken up by vibrations and rumble that shake the house, my bed and
enter my body. Now, at1:00 pm the jets are still at it. When did this country ever
allow to practice war on its own citizens?

12:43pm. The assault continues. Another loud jet screaming over South Lopez.
Roaring and noise vibrations. Continuous today. 12:43pm. Living on Lopez is like
living in hell.
Tremendous roar and vibration comes across the water and hits us. Like THUNDER
right on top of the house. South end of Lopez
12:45pm. The hell continues. Another rumbling roar shudders through our home.
Continuing to document the horrific barrage of noise from the Navy. We are
constantly betrayed by the false excuse of "the sound of freedom"!
Roaring walls of vibrations coming at us steadily. 12:46pm
Vibrations hitting our home, one after the other.

Loud low fly-overs are filling the skies again today from early morning until now,
and I expect into the evening. The noise weighs heavily on mind and body.
My day is destroyed by the tremendous roar of the Growlers practicing across the
water. Our house shakes on Pavey hill and my ears are filled with the explosive
vibration of their take offs and landing.
There has been an on and off again roaring rumble since 7:30 this morning each
lasting a number of minutes. It's very disturbing as it rumbles/vibrates inside your
head! I'm hearing and feeling this north of the Village. Poor Southenders!
Unbearable recurring explosive blasts from NAS Whidbey, over and over, 80 DbC 89.4 DbC ruining all concentration and activity for the day. Absolute torture!

ANOTHER in a continuous assault of rolling thunder.

Extreme blasts careening over the water and up our hill, shaking our house,
disrupting any opportunity for concentration and work

This has been going on intermittently for over 3 hours

Could see aircraft overhead.

Extremely loud jet screaming over Mud Bay. 12:48pm. Unseen due to clouds but it
has the growler shriek, followed by the long roar.

Loud jet noise continuing for 8 (eight !) minutes. Disruptive of quiet and distracting
me from my activities.

Explosive frightening blast shaking our house- again and again destroying our sense
of home on Pavey hill

Quiet for an hour and then started up again. A rumble/vibration that penetrates the
house that's all shut tight, right into your head! VERY UNPLEASANT! And this is the
north end of Lopez!

1/3/2018, Wed: S. Lopez - ONCE AGAIN the Navy has ZERO fclp'S SCHEDULED and
I'm sure they are doing FCLP'S - HORRIBLE BOOMING noise from 12:55 - 2:55pm insanity.
Loud jet flying over Mud Bay. seems to be coming from westerly direction toward
northeast? Not sure. Cloudy. VERY LOUD.
A huge wall of noise shudders through our house and our bodies- How can this be
considered "not an impact" by the Navy? Their lies are endless, the harmful effects
numerous.

Another very loud jet overhead. This time tha noise lasted five minutes. It seems to
be circling around this area....louder, not so loud and loud again.
Flying directly overhead
1:02pm. the roaring and vibrations of noise continue, like right now.
1:04pm. ANOTHER in a continuous series of jet roarings that slam into our home.
Low rumble all am and now jet much too low and loud
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1/5/2018, Fri: Friday Harbor. Growler overflight. Why are Growlers over Friday
Harbor. Sight seeing? Wasting gas? Lost?

1:15pm. Another rumbling road makes our home vibrate. 14 miles away and we
are being kicked around by the Navy with jets that are too loud for this area.

Rolling thunderous vibrations slamming into our home continuously. South end of
Lopez.

That’s not the rain I hear rumbling. I’ m vibrating again.

I am recording each rolling thunder vibration as it penetrates our home. Privacy in
the peace of a home is apparently not the concern of the NAVY.

Heard from Island Hospital, sounds like earthquake or people moving furniture
above the ceiling. Disturbing
The roaring and vibrations continue. 1:16pm and this is the 8th since 1pm.

A day of constant jet noise. Here is another rumble at 1:09pm. Same as yesterday.
Enough to drive you crazy.

ANOTHER roaring deep rumble and vibration invades our home. 1:16am. Almost
continuous since before 8am.

Another shuddering roar and vibration slams into our home. 1:09pm
1/4/2018, Thur: CROSS RD. LOPEZ I came north on Lopez to try and find some quiet
and the roaring continues. 1:09pm - 3pm This is totally crazy to do this a residential
population - when there are other options!
1:10pm. The roaring and vibrations come one after another from Whidbey. Shaking
our home.
In the space of a minute we are slammed AGAIN by another roar and wall of
vibration. CONSTANT.
The roaring and vibrations continue. This is ANOTHER rumble that rolls deeply into
our home.
Navy must be launching every Growler they have. One after the other. A
CONSTANT shaking of our home. Thunder all around.
At the same time a jet is screaming overhead, we are slammed by a long long long
rolling wall of vibration. Jets taking off and sending their roar to us, and screaming
over us, too. Miserable. 1:12pm Mud Bay
AGAIN, here is another roar into our home. I cannot work under this duress.
Periodic extremely loud low frequency engine noise. Coming from direction of NAS
Whidbey. Followed minutes later by low altitude flyover westbound.

1:16pm. Jet roaring directly above us. It is cloudy, so unseen, but it sounds low
directly over us. What is it doing flying over this area? South Lopez.
I am so sick of these mindless Fucks. 3 hours of bullshit rumble and roar. When the
fuck are you either going to leave or learn how to fly respectfully. My preference is
leave
1:18pm. South end of Lopez. After a morning of rather continuous rumbling and
roaring, we now have a very loud jet shrieking overhead.
seriously? When will it be time to listen to all of us whose lives are being disrupted?
Not only are we being roared at by Whidbey, but they are sending their loud jets
right over our home. TOO LOUD. 1:20pm
ANOTHER loud jet over head, two minutes after the other one. This is awful. Why
are they flying over Mud Bay?
1:21pm Another rumbling shuddering hits my home. Continuous today.
Currently experiencing tremendous noise and vibration in our home. It is constant.
A never-ending thunderstorm all around us.
Recording yet another loud jet over Mud bay.
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1:24pm. The Navy is abusing us by running growlers and claiming there is no
impact. Impact felt all day due to thunderous vibrations. Check the records. The
NAVY has been launching ALL DAY. South Lopez.

ANOTHER deep rumble. This one like a thunder that does not end, and then gives a
loud bomb, then keeps rumbling.
1:50pm. Another roar and wall of vibration.

1:24pm. I am recording every roar and vibration that hits us.
ANOTHER roar and vibration from jet activity. 14 miles away yet we may as well be
next to Ault Field.
The jets rolling around the skies now are filling our home with a loud rumble. Our
home, not the Navy's, yet they seem to act with impunity in invading our
environment.
I must be in my home to do my work, yet my home is rattled and shaken by Navy jet
activity. Is this what Larsen, Cantwell and Murray believe in? 1:30pm.

1/25/2018, Thur: S. Lopez - There is no doubt in my mind that this kind of consistent
Growler Blasting causes health problems - NO DOUBT. Larsen, Murray, Cantwell,
Inslee should ashamed - for ignoring this violence to citizens!
Big vibrating roar from Whidbey. 1:51pm. South Lopez.
Almost constant jet noise at some distance from growler aircraft disrupting
activities
On a conference call when distracted by a screaming and roaring jet overhead. Had
to pause until the roar diminished. Very disruptive. South Lopez

Very loud jet overhead. South Lopez. Sounds like it is flying low, but we have
extensive cloud cover.

Another roaring vibration slams into us. South Lopez 1:54pm

several fly overs of Fisherman Bay the were exceedingly loud.

feel the rumble, woke the dog

Roaring and rumbling continues, one after the other, to rattle our home. January 4,
1:32pm. ALL DAY.

1:58pm Another in a continuous series of bombing blasts from Whidbey. A reign of
terror orchestrated by the Navy...perpetrated on local residents. For what?

Another vibrating wall of noise slams into our home.

All morning and now afternoon, buttheads flying overhead. I hope the pilots get
hemorrhoids

Loud jet with a long noisy rumble and roar over south Lopez.
Now we have huge roaring in our skies. Cloudy, jets unseen, but physically sending
us their noise bombs.

2nd very loud growler rumbling north of the Lopez Village!
resting due to bronchitis and listening for the last hour at least to a constant low
rumble that finally stopped at 1:30 p.m.

Loud jet overhead, South end of Lopez.
Extremely loud fly overs today. Multiple fly overs all day long
Disturbing deep and persistent rumble in the air of jet noise. South end of Lopez
Very loud jet over our, sounds like it is diving into us. South end Lopez.
ANOTHER rumbling vibration from Whidbey. It is CONSTANT. Thunder all day.
1:45pm. Another rumble and vibration causes our home, and me, to tremble.

Constant rumble.
Hasn't stopped all day. So glad we came to the San jeans for peace and quiet.
The noise was so loud it felt as if an impact was about to happen to our house.
Insane to have this happen to us!
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Directly overhead 4 more growlers constantly passing over the house near Village
with non-stop intense Roaring as if they will crash into the house for last 10 minutes

1/19/2018, Fri: SE Lopez 2:10 - 2:57pm SPORATIC BLASTS AND ROARS. The War
zone continues thanks to Larsen, Murray and Cantwell

more growlers....continuously over the house in the north Village

A deep shaking roar from Whidbey. lasting a long time. Growler engines aimed
directly at us. 2:11pm. Lopez South.

1/2/2018, Tue: Roughly 25 miles north of Ault field and the noise is a constant roar,
11:40am - 2:09pm - A few breaks . Solid noise sounds like the chimney is on fire.
But no, this is what it's like to live in a Navy War Training Zone!

Yet ANOTHER LOUD JET zooming over us. So loud it pervades the entire house.
More loud jet noise above. It has been a very noisy day. 2:15pm.

1/17/2018, Wed: SE Lopez - 12:02 - 2:57pm Steady roar with a few breaks
1/8/2018, Mon: SE Lopez 12:34pm - 2:10pm Then a brief break. Solid noise for 1.5
hours. Mosst roaring in the 75 dec. range - one actually registered 104.6 decibels!

2:17pm. Another in the continuous roaring and vibrating bombs sent to us from
Whidbey jet engine run-ups. A terrible day of being bombed.
More jet rumbling from Whidbey

1/23/2018, Tue: Cross Road Lopez: 1:22pm - 2:30 pm - Loud Roaring from NASWI 25 - 30 miles away.
Rare early day home from work greeted by screaming overflight then some episodic
sinister loud thunder/vibration- no peace with Growlers in W Anacortes

Intermittent rumbling heard from the Orcas ferry landing; I can only imagine how
loud it is on the south end of Lopez�
A big bombing blast from Whidbey, at the SAME TIME as a huge roaring jet over us.
Being bombed and strafed at the same time. 2:21pm, Jan 11. Mud Bay.

Who knows what the Navy is doing now, but now we have the skies filled with what
sounds like jets running around in circles. the echo effect, I guess. But the air is
FILLED with jet noise....right into my home.

extremely loud, vibration, ear and body shaking. the whole house vibrated. terrified
animals and humans here. i guess the navy is showing us we are collateral damage.

More rumbling from Whidbey. 2:02pm.

F18 on takeoff

1/25/2018, Thur: S. Lopez - 75 decibels in the house.

Another vibrating blast from Whidbey.

Loud jet overhead. It is cloudy, so I cannot see it. SE Lopez.

Rumble and vibration shuddering through our home. 2:30pm, Jan 5.

Loud jet roaring in the skies. Very noisy, loud and disturbing.

Another prolonged rumbling blast that shakes my home. 2:30pm

Interupted a class being offered at the Community Center with loud growler
causing facilitators to delay instruction and visiting instructors commented on the
auditory assault

F18 takeoff

We’re reminded again today that the government doesn’t care about practicing war
on their own citizens

Roaring repeatedly directly overhead. Terrible, painful noise.
Another blast from Whidbey, shaking our home like an earthquake. 2:32pm. South
Lopez.
A LONG, EXTENDED, PERSISTENT roar from Whidbey shuddering through our home.
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Screaming jet above my home. Characteristic Growler roar and afterburn. TOO
LOUD. 2:35pm

Loud Growler over the south end of Mud Bay, flying low, coming from the west.
Tell-take shriek and then roar. Ear-piercing.

Flying above low clouds so can't be seen.

Jet roaring continues. A pervasive rumbling all around us. Lopez South. Loud.

More big roars from Whidbey, since before 8am..... Now 2:37pm. I imagine this
may be what torture is like. Navy torture...for what?

This morning I had to stop class for the loud noise that overpowered the music.
Now, it is a heavy rumbling sound filling the sky and our home again.

Extended roar and vibration. Vibrated through the house. I felt it through the
floor.

tried to make a birthday video outside. Kept being interrupted by noisy-ass jets

three aircraft in a row - long duration

Several flights overhead from east to west and then back. Deafening outside,
disruptive inside.

ANOTHER loud jet flying over head. Screaming. Cloudy all day. Cannot see these
jets, but can hear them!!!!!!

Several flights directly overhead, east to west and then back again. Still going on for
15minutes! Deafening outside, disruptive inside

When I wear noise-cancelling headphones in my own home, I can partially block the
jet roar, but I cannot block the vibrations. Why should I have to wear headphones
in my own home?

January 11, 2018 2:35 pm Extremely loud and repeated overflights; it is necessary
to firmly cover the ears, even then it causes ringing. Need to shout loudly to be
heard. Jets may be very low.

Loud jet above with characteristic growler roaring

low flying growler over Mackaye Harbor, bombarded! Time was 14:15

MULTIPLE JETS OVERHEAD FLYING IN CIRCLES! Very loud! Disruptive and
upsetting!!! 5th flyover right NOW!

More growlers over the house again!

Loud jet noise disrupted meeting at office for about 5 minutes
What on earth is going on! We must be under attack by enemy aircraft because no
government would inflict on its own citizens this bone-shaking terrifying noise .
Maybe the Navy should send anti-aircraft equipment to protect us.
Nothing blocks the vibrating noise of these Whidbey jets. I feel they are aimed
directly at us. A direct hit of a blasting jet. South Lopez
LOUD JET NOISE! Are we under attack? Disrupted face to face conversation. . . And
the jet noise continues. . Very unsettling.
I did not, there was a low cloud cover

UNBELIEVABLY LOUD! Inside a closed up house, no way to hear anything but the
GROWLER! It's 3:38 and we can still hear it!
1/25/2018, TUE: SE Lopez - 12pm - 3:10pm - more noise - more BLASTING. Over
flight 86.4 decibels in the house at 1:16pm
1/24/2018, Wed: SE Lopez- 12:12 pm - 3:23pm BLASTING, ROARING AND
OVERFLIGHTS.
3pm. The jet noise continues. 3pm. Just experienced another deep and pervasive
bone-rattling rumbling roar.
All concentration for doing intellectual tasks is impossible, since 8 am this morning.
The afternoon is continuing with an onslaught to the senses of bruising sound,
shaking our house and our selves.
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Multiple circuits flown right over Fisherman Bay from 2:45 until 3:15 with no sign of
stopping.

The jet roaring acts like an earthquake now. The ground (floor) of my home shakes.
3:34pm

Another vibrating rumble from Whidbey, 3:01pm. SE Lopez.

1/2/2018, Tue: Constant roaring 3:36 - 3:45pm continues. No FCLP scheduled .

Walking to Watmough, a loud blast from Whidbey NAS, reminds me we live in a war
training zone. Now we cannot enjoy the simple pleasure of an afternoon walk,
when the Navy has a blank check on how it can severely impact daily life on Lopez
Island.

Low flying Growler aircraft over my house

The skies are roiling with jet noise. It is coming from everywhere. It is constant and
invasive. The Navy has declared war on us.

3:46pm. Another big roar and vibration rolls into our home. This has been going on
ALL DAY, since 8am.

two aircraft in a row - long duration

Another rolling thunder vibrating through our home. 3:50pm. South Lopez.

Just got hit by another blast from Whidbey. Loud burst of jet noise, vibrating to us.
3:12pm. Welcome to the new year of more jet aggression.

Stopped raining so I thought I would take a walk outside. WRONG. Jet noise still
loudly rumbling in the skies, echoing around. A noise that cannot be eluded. Turned
around and came inside. there is no peace in the San Juan Islands. Tourists beware!

The roaring continues, shaking me and my home. ALL DAY. 3:13pm. South Lopez.
We continue to be blasted by jet noise. 3:19pm, and just experienced another blast
and vibration. The house shudders.

Had to walk to a neighbor's house to help, and the walk was torture. Extremely
loud jet noise , jets roaming around, it seems everywhere. Deafening.

Very loud jet overhead. Clearly a Navy jet due to Loud roar, prolonged roar, and
subsequent booming roar.
3:53pm. Growler jet overhead, low, flying northeast-ish. Southend Lopez. LOUD.

Another rumble and vibrating wall of noise from Whidbey. All day today. 3:31 pm.
Jet rumbling in the skies. 3:55pm
1/22/2018, Mon: SE Lopez 80.6 decibel in the house. 3:22PM - 8pm - A few breaks
but mostly noise. and more noise and MORE NOISE. I never thought I would have
to live wearing BOSE head phones in my home - just to maintain sanity.
Loud jet over south Lopez. Characteristic scream then long extended echoing
roar...growler.
1/23/2018, Tue: Lopez Village - 3:30, 3:53, 3:55pm Extremely loud overflights of
Lopez Village
Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down over my house
A GROWLER just flew over our home so low the noise was deafening!!!

Just endured one loud screaming jet overhead, and now here is ANOTHER. What
are we? A practice bombing range? Classic growler shriek, and then long roar.
South end Lopez.
Low flying Growler aircraft
Several disruptive passes just around and after 3:00 PM
The stupid-ass jets actually drowned out the sound of the vacuum cleaner. They
won't however, drown out the sound of my noise complaints.
I am so disgusted, I try to tune these flying assholes out. Since the first of this
year,non-stop noise.

Loud and low
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another jet

January 3. 4:33pm. Huge rumble roar and shaking vibration. South Lopez

1/5/2018, Fri: S. Lopez - 9:35am - 4:15pm Constant noise all day - a few breaks.
What would it take for Larsen, Murray and Cantwell to actually try to help us?

1/25/2018, TUE: SE Lopez - More BLASTS in the 66 - 68.9 decibel range. Totally
ruined and evening walk.

1/4/2018, Thur: SE Lopez: 3:20pm - 4:30pm

1/2/2018, Tue: S. Lopez, Growler overflight. Horribly loud. Like torture. Larsen
Murray and Cantwell should be exposed to this in their homes!

1/2/2018, Tue: Mid Lopez, Loud continuous rumble 3:40 - 4:45pm. We are about 25
miles from Ault field where the Growlers are landing and probably doing
unscheduled FCLP's. 25 miles from the base sounds just like a war zone or a giant
chimney fire.
1/2/2018, Tue: 3:45 - 4:30pm South LOPEZ , Growler noise continues. It's been
going on since 9:55am - with very few breaks. 6 hours of noise begins to degrade
sanity.
A huge blast of jet noise from Whidbey, rumbling through our home. Vibrating us.
4:07pm, January 4. South Lopez. Disruptive.
Another jet engine rumble from Whidbey. 4:08pm.
Loud jet overhead, from the west, bearing easterly. Screeching and screaming.
Flying low, but I do not have good enough eyesight to determine type of jet. Looks
and sounds like a growler due to late ROAR.
Jet rumbling overhead. South Lopez.
Low flying Growler aircraft
Jan 3, 4:34pm ANOTHER rumble and vibration hits us.

Disrupting what We were doing, many times thoughout today and yesterday
More low-level, high thrust hijinks.
4:35pm. Out of the skies there is a sudden big roar. A jet somewhere above. Too
cloudy to see.
ANOTHER roar, rumble and vibration from Whidbey disturbs our home. Navy
refuses to do anything to mitigate the noise.
Jets blasting over our house! I can’t imagine what more will sound like.�
Low flying Growler aircraft
We are now getting a lot of jet noise in the sky, almost as if they are going in circles
around us. Jet noise echoes. Very distracting. 4:40pm
Low flying Growler aircraft
Again, loud and disruptive rumbling from Whidbey. 4:46pm
jet noise rumbling with vibrations going on from Whidbey. South Lopez.

Loud jet overhead. Mud Bay.

4:59pm. Intense and persistent roaring and shaking vibration from Whidbey. Huge. I
felt my bones shaking.

2 1/2 hours after it started, the awful southern thunder continues in Anacortes.
Peace-less place

Loud jet rumble in the skies, continuing. 4:49pm

Growler noise over SE corner of the island. Prolong period of time.
Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down over my house

loud and ground rumbling
obnoxious
1/4/2018, Thur: S Lopez - Constant Growler noise from 2:30pm - 5 pm.
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1/10/2018, Wed: SE Lopez, 3:47pm - 5:20pm. 70 - 80 decibel range

Takeoff from whidby

1/30/2018, Tue: S. LOPEZ - Another shattering ROAR and overflight

We have been having jet activity rumblings from Whidbey this afternoon.
Disturbing. Now another. 5:23pm

1/16/2018, Tue: SE Lopez 4:05pm - 5:14 PM.
Sudden roar and deep booming sound of jet. I jumped because it was so sudden,
and almost cut myself while chopping vegetables. The roar just pervaded the
house.

Horrible rumble quality of an earthquake or avalanche permeating the house from
the South. Abuse of WA citizens. Anacortes near ferry.
Annoying rumble from Whidbey NAS, disrupting home activity

Taking off from whidby

Takeoff from whidby

Growler Flying Low in general south direction. Excruciately loud once again. Has
been the norm lately. Terrified a toddler at our house.

Excessively loud jet overhead. All sounds indicate it is probably a growler. 5:33pm

Takeoff from whidby
Extremely loud jet noise over Mud Bay. First the roar, then the scream and shriek
and then the booming roar, and then the follow-up rumble and blast.
A single EA-18G Growler just flew low over our home from east to west- deafening
earth-shaking roar, landing gear down. This is punishment-torture by sound,
courtesy of the U.S. Navy.
Takeoff from whidby
We are getting a lot of jet noise right now, Overhead and in the air around us.

5:35pm. ANOTHER loud jet roaring over south Lopez. Why are we allowing our
region to be a war zone?
Unable to talk over in our house over low flying jet
Pretty intense roaring going on from NASWI. Comes right into our home. South
Lopez.
Big rumbling of jet noise from NASWI. 5:39pm. SE Lopez
Just got another derious rumbling blast from Whidbey, sounds like bombs
exploding, with the boom vibrating out to us.
Low flying Growler aircraft with gear down

Takeoff from whidby
5:42pm. The roaring is now slamming us consistently. Mud Bay.
1/31/2018, Wed: S. Lopez - 5:15pm - 5:45pm MORE ROARS AND BLASTS
Blasts began in the morning, and now again in the late afternoon. Thunderous from
across the water startling our lives, shattering our concentration.
After a relatively quiet day we are now getting the jet roaring and rumbling....like
right now. 5:20pm. The problem lies in having this kind of intrusive noise at night
when we are trying to wind down and anticipate sleep after working all day.
still at it. Sigh

Again- 3rd night in a row (and Monday was Gov holiday so quiet) and the roaring
begins. Creepy racket spoiling any sense of peace Anacortes near Ferry terminal.
Beautiful evening Monday home from work and as soon as it gets dark- the noise
begins. PeaceLESS. Who knows how long it may last. Anacortes
We have been pounded for some little while now by rumbles and vibrations from
Whidbey, now we have the jet noise in the skies. Doors and windows closed, TV on,
and still the noise deafens our home.
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5:50pm. We have been enduring excessive rumblings from Whidbey. Will this be a
night from hell that disturbs our sleep...AGAIN?

We continue to be hammered by jet noise roaring out of Whidbey. It is just
oppressive to have this constant pounding roar. South Lopez 6:33pm

Jet roaring in the skies this evening. Disturbing the evening. 5:59pm

Huge blast of noise- a continuation of FCLPs at Ault Field, Whidbey NAS, happening
all day. An incinerating blast at 6:27 PM earlier. The whole house vibrated,
overwhelmed our ears- what can we do to wake up Larsen, Murray and Cantwell?

Takeoff from whidby
Suddenly an extremely loud jet overhead. Long roar. Dark, so I cannot see it, but
the roar is much longer than any commercial aircraft. Followed by a long boom.
South Lopez

A lot of deep rumbling in the skies tonight. 6:36pm. Threatening. At first I thought
it was thunder, but no, it is jet activity. deep, rumbling...

1/8/2018, Mon: SE Lopez, 3:07pm - 6:30pm. Decibels inthe 70 - 80 range.

What business does a low flying growler have flying over my home, SCREAMING
AND ROARING? 6:36PM.

1/10/2018, Wed: SE Lopez, 5:25pm - 6:37pm Maybe it's over for the day and we
can have a few hours of peace.

More rumbling and vibration from Whidbey during the dinner hour. Just like being
next to SeaTac airport...and this is regarded as a tourist destination? Come on!

Incredible sadness coming into 2018, with the Navy Growlers now practicing for 10
hours, beginning at 8 am all through the day and now at 6pm. The shattering noise
on our hill disrupts any hope for peace as our windows shake around us.

Flying over Decatur Island. Can’t hear sound on TV

Another sustained, penetrating massive blast from Whidbey- this has been going on
since 8 am this morning. This abuse of power by the military is obscene. The
Growlers must be removed from Whidbey NAS. We citizens are purely their
collateral damage.
1/4/2018, Thur: S. Lopez - Yet another huge BLAST - are we done? Do we get to
relax or is this just another tortuous beginning of more noise?
Jan 4, 6:03pm. A full day of Jet noise and rolling thunderous vibration, and now
another....
Having a nice dinner punctuated by roars and vibrating rumbles from Whidbey.
Really irritated.

The usual horrible roaring coming from the South -hitting by Skyline in Anacortes.
Sounds/feels like explosions or avalanches, or earthquake- makes the body uneasy
2 hours of steady vibrating rumble so far- ever since home from work. Awful.
Anacortes West side.
Roaring from Whidbey continues to steamroll into our home, vibrating through the
walls and floor. I wonder if Larsen, Cantwell and Murray would put up with this
invasion in their family home? I assume they do not care about us.
late and loud
1/19/2018, Fri: Anacortes: HUGE ROARS 3:15pm, 3:30pm, 3:45pm and 7:21pm at
the ferry landing - How do the folks in the Anacortes area put up with this!!!!!
1/17/2018, Wed: SE Lopez 4:30pm - 7:30pm Growls, Blasts and Overflights

Loud rumble and vibration from Whidbey NAS
1/23/2018, TUE: SE Lopez - 6:30pm - MORE NOISE - ABOUT 9 HOURS OF NOISE
TODAY

1/25/2018, Thur: S. Lopez - 5pm - 7:45pm This day of GROWLER NOISE started at
7:05am AND FINALLY ENDS 7:45 PM.
1/8/2018, Mon: SE Lopez, Sporatic roars and BLASTS 6:35pm -7:42pm
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1/11/2018, Thur: SE Lopez, 6:35pm - 7:07pm ; One of the worst noise days ever.

Extremely loud, low fly-over disrupting class

After 7pm, still getting pounded by walls of vibrating roars from Whidbey. Lopez

SCREAMING loud jet flying low over Mud Bay. 7:42pm. LONG SCREAM. Long afterroar.

Following a roar and shuddering vibration a minute ago, now we have some loud jet
noise in the skies. It is dark, but they are flying up there, sure sounding like
Growlers.

Low flying Growler aircraft
Low flying Growler aircraft

Home from work in Mt Vernon and greeted by roar and thunder of warcraft- sadly
usual, shattering peace of wind and rain. Western Anacortes
Extremely LOUD jet is roaring over our home right now: 7:11pm. Has the deep
noise of the growler.....and now there is the characteristic following growl and roar
as it flies away.
1/24/2018, Wed: Cross Road, Lopez - Growler overflight - very disruptive. WHY ARE
THEY 25 -30 MILES N OF NASWI?
Loud jet overhead. It is 7:13pm.

Dark overhead
jets flying over house - extremely loud and disturbing. They seem to be in a circular
flight pattern - exhausting noise
Government holiday is over and the Government is busy plaguing NW Washington
with severe noise pollution. Anacortes
Loud jet overhead. South Lopez. 7:53pm.

1/24/2018, Wed:

for the last two hours we have been bombarded with noise not suitable for quiet
time at the end of the day

7:14pm. Now we are getting ANOTHER roaring jet overhead. is the one from 2
minutes ago doing circles or is this more enemy torture?

1/24/2018, Wed: SE Lopez - 5:32pm - 8:05pm - Roaring and Rumbling - Heading
north to find some quiet. It's been a long day of NOISE.

1/24/2018, Wed: Cross Rd, Lopez - Growler over flight - 85 decibels in the house.
WHY?????

1/10/2018, Wed: SE Lopez, 7:20pm until after 8pm.

7:15pm. Now, the THIRD jet in a row screaming over us. The Navy has made south
Lopez its war zone. This is abuse.
Multiple Low flying Growler aircraft, over the house, disrupting home activity

1/4/2018, Thur: S. Lopez - Just when it seemed like the Navy was finished for the
night - here they are again. BLASTING AND ROARING.
Excessive rumbling and a vibrating wall of noise ramming into our home. 8pm.
Heard and felt over the TV and other household noises.
Ugly rumbling mostly from the South- Ault Field, marring the last few hours.
Anacortes- near ferry

2 hours after it began, thunder from the sound continues, vibrating and making the
body uneasy. Western Anacortes N of NAS Whidbey

All day long today. All day long every day since the New Year. Stressful, sickening,
noise.

2 hours after they started, still going- not overhead but 15 miles away deep
roar/rumble/vibration, disturbing noise pollution, unhealthy- Western Anacortes
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More than 12 hours ago we were assaulted by the first jet roarings. It is now
8:15pm and the skies are still rumbling with excessive jet noise. Will we be able to
sleep tonight?

on behalf of the wildlife on earth, in the air, and in the ocean, I protest these jets

Loud jet overhead. Flying toward Anacortes, it seems.

Very loud jet noise, rattling and shaking everything inside the house. Causes inner
ear pain, causes head pain. TERRIBLE noise and interference.

Low flying Growler aircraft over my house
Extremely loud jet screaming overhead. Mud Bay. Lopez, 8:20pm, Jan 4
Loud roar from a jet flying over, or near us. It is dark and cloudy. Deep and long
roar. 8:23pm
1/31/2018, Wed: S. Lopez - IS THIS THE FINAL ROAR OF THE DAY? Roar + overflight
. . . again
Nasty rumbles ongoing- hours from NAS Whidbey. Sounds of warfare. Anacortes
Another loud jet overhead tonight.
Loud jet noise overhead. SE Lopez
Loud jet overhead again. 10pm. South Lopez.
ANOTHER Roar and rumble that shakes our home. You know how it feels when the
washing machine gets an uneven load and starts pounding the floor...that's the
sensation of shuddering that goes through our home, thanks to the Navy that
ignores us.
We have had jets streaking over our home pretty consistently this morning. One is
roaring at this moment. The noise screams into our home. It is frightening. When
will one of these crackpot Navy pilots plow into our home? (No respect for the
Navy.
Awoke us from a nap inside our extremely well-insulated home. Had to come in
from working in the well-insulated shop because it was so loud. Could not continue
my conference calls due to noise disruptions

I had people in my home, and we could not converse, animals terrified!

Jet roaring, shakes and rattles the whole house. The cats and dog looked up in
alarm. Hurts inner ear, painful to whole body. It is WRONG to allow this sort of
noise and disturbance to the environment.
All morning - extremely loud roaring. The house and everything in the house shake
and rattle with the roaring. The physical sensation caused by the jets is extremely
unpleasant and disruptive. This is very unhealthy.
several rumbles this morning and yesterday
This is TERRIBLE. All morning and now into the afternoon. Roaring, shaking,
vibrating. Feels as though my chest is under great pressure, interrupts my
heartbeat. Why is this allowed???
Same as yesterday; mostly in the morning. This is disturbing.
On Tue we put up with this awful roar while walking on South Beach (a national
park) today and yesterday the china is rattling as we once again have our lives
disrupted by this horrible noise. Where are the hush barns?
1/3/2018, Wed: S. Lopez - Riding my bike - the noise is unbelievable - can't hear
approaching cars - can even feel the vibration on my bike.
loud rumbling coming out of south east
This has been bad all day - quite the disruption.
Roaring.
Morning roaring. Awful roaring.

STOP ALREADY!
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This week has been awful with jets roaring, causing the house to shake, causing
inner ear pain, head pain and disequilibrium. The jets cause serious and damaging
noise pollution.

Growler flyover, house shaking, alarming
Growler jet observed flying low over Mackaye Harbor. Harrassed by disruptive loud
jet noise for hours today!

Off and on (mostly on) for the past several days. Growler and fly overs. We have
entered another war zone with OUR military.

"super loud all morning and some in the afternoon.

shakes my house, scares my dogs and myself. This is not MY idea of retirement.

At one point, the noise was so loud that it startled the heck out of me"

Another day with the presence of our war zone.

I have heard the noise all day today. And not reported til now because I am sure
they buzz my home. Darn. This is ridiculous! Right overhead. And I thought that
they were sup0posed to fly only over the water!

Low flying below overcast, very loud!Could hear it inside the house with windows
closed and a fan going.

Growler noise flying low overhead
Morning roaring today. Hurts my inner ear. Roaring until late evening earlier this
week.
Mid afternoon - DREADFUL noise, jets flying directly overhead, again and again.
Sickening noise. SICKENING NOISE.
9:16 a.m. Already hours of roaring and vibration, shaking the house, causes physical
pain to inner ear, and overall. It is insane to allow this sort of noise.
very loud - disturbing

"Very loud all morning
difficult to have a conversation outside"
late and very loud
Extremely loud and disturbing all day long - the noise went on throughout the day.
Just when I thought they had stopped - it would start up again.
Extremely loud throughout the day and continuing to be loud in evening.

extremely loud and disturbing afternoon
very loud

This report is submitted by: www.quietskies.info.

very loud planes flying in the evening - difficult to talk in the house - center of lopez
near the school
1/8/2018, Mon: Growler over flight - estimated 5,000 feet. Incredible roar. What in
Larsen, Murray and Cantwells mind makes this OK? They should try living with this!
extremely loud flyovers, interrupted two business calls, house shaking
Continuous, very disruptive noise from late morning to all afternoon. Very
troublesome. Warlike exercise!

Users of the website enter type of loudness, date, time,
comments, aircraft type, etc. Due to the variety of devices
used to submit data (e.g. desktop, laptop, I-pad, smartphone),
data such as time of day can be recorded differently. Efforts
have been made to standardize data; errors in totals are
estimated to be less than half a percent.
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